About DiversiTech

Founded in 1971, DiversiTech Corporation is North America’s largest manufacturer of equipment pads and a leading manufacturer and supplier of components and related products for the heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) industry. Headquartered in the Atlanta, Ga., metropolitan area, DiversiTech's mission for its wholesaler partners is to simplify their work.
Welcome to your go-2™ line of condensate pumps. As the leading supplier of HVAC parts and accessories, our condensate pumps are designed and built specifically for one purpose only: serving HVAC contractors and HVAC applications.

Our expanded line of go-2™ condensate pumps are derived from the proven CP-22 pump. With more than 2 million CP-22s manufactured to date, contractors have come to trust this product for its simple installation, cost-effectiveness and its high durability. Now you can trust the go-2™ line for the same successful applications every time.

Here’s our growing line of pumps:

- **Tank Pumps**
  - **CP-22 Pump**
    - The industry standard for standard installations
  - **CP-16 Pump**
    - Where cost economy is the most important factor
  - **ClearVue™ Pump**
    - Most advanced yet economical pump for looming outcomes
  - **Furnace Pump**
    - Water applications up to 190°F
  - **Boiler Pump**
    - A true boiler rated pump for hot water up to 212°F
  - **CP-22LP Pump**
    - Innovative low profile pump
  - **CP-22LP-P Pump**
    - Plenum Rated low profile pump
- **Mini Pumps**
  - **ClearVue™ Mini**
    - Advanced like ClearVue, sized for ductless systems
  - **CP-M Mini Pump**
    - Small and linear for tightest of applications space

### CP-22 Pumps
- **22’ Lift**
- **Contractor Friendly Features**

Suitable for use with HVAC equipment which produce condensate. 22’ of lift compared to the typical 20’. Features include vibration dampening feet and motor mounts, metal hang tabs, four inlet holes, a clear indicator display, a float switch and check valve. Integrating the CP-22 into your system is easy. 1/4” quick connect terminals provide easy connection to the built in overflow switch. 2 terminals are provided allowing flexibility to connect air handler shut down. UL Listed File Numbers E253155 and E258186.

### CP-16 Pumps
- **16’ Lift**
- **Most Economical**

The DiversiTech CP-16 condensate pump is an economical alternative that’s based off of the proven CP-22 design. More compact than the CP-22, it’s designed to lift to a maximum of 16 feet. The CP-16 shares many of the great features of the CP-22, including hang tabs, four inlet holes, float switch, overflow switch, and a check valve. UL Listed File Numbers E253155 and E258186.

### ClearVue™ Advanced Features
- **22’ Lift**
- **Variable Speed & Lift**
- **Quiet**
- **Self Cleaning**

No Float, No Problem! ClearVue’s Variable Speed and Lift and Floatless Sensor™ make this the most advanced condensate pump ever. The pump selects the lowest effective speed, making it quieter than a regular pump. Its unique self cleaning feature senses problems and automatically enters a self cleaning mode using condensate water to fix the issue. The ClearVue™ pump features a clear bottom tank to easily check the water level. Other features include: stainless steel mounting tabs, silicone rubber feet, reversible deck, four inlet holes, and LED indicator lights. ETL Listed File Number 3190890.

### True Furnace Pump
- **22’ Lift**
- **True Furnace Pump design Up to 190°F Condensate**
- **Steam Resistant Electronics**

The FP-22 Furnace Pump is a full featured condensate pump designed for condensing furnaces and other hot water applications. It handles hot condensate water up to 190 degrees F. Other features include 22’ lift, built-in pit traps, steam resistant electronics, and a super tough tank. Available in 120 and 230V models.

### Boiler Pumps
- **46’ Lift**
- **True Boiler Pump Design Up To 212°F Condensate**

The BP-46 Boiler Pump is a heavy duty full-featured condensate pump for hot water, high flow or high lift applications up to 212 degrees F. It features a 46’ lift, oil resistant tank and impeller, two inlet holes and 1/4” lift check valve. Additional features include high impact construction, large tank and available in 120 and 230V models.

---

**Proven Durability**

- Durability with Economy
- ClearVue™ Advanced Features
- True Furnace Pump
- High Temp & Lift

**Furnace Pumps**

- **FP-22 Pump 120V 22’ Lift 190°F Condensate**
- **FP-22-230 Pump 230V 22’ Lift 190°F Condensate**

**Tank Pumps**

- **CP-22 Pump 120V 22’ Lift 190°F Condensate**
- **CP-22T Pump 120V with 20’ 3/8” Tube**
- **CP-22-230 Pump 230V 22’ Lift 190°F Condensate**
- **CP-22-230T Pump 230V with 20’ 3/8” Tube**

**Mini Pumps**

- **CP-M Mini Pump**

---

**Conductive Pumps**